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ABSTRACT---In Present situation, a huge quantity of data is 
recorded in variety of forms like text, image, video, and audio and 
is estimated to enhance in future. The major tasks related to text 
are entity extraction, information extraction, entity relation 
modeling, document summarization are performed by using text 
mining. This paper main focus is on document clustering, a sub 
task of text mining and to measure the performance of different 
clustering techniques. In this paper we are using an enhanced 
features selection for clustering of text documents to prove that it 
produces better results compared to traditional feature selection.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In the current digital world, huge quantity of data is 
stored in variety of forms like image, text, audio, video and 
this may increase in the future[1]. The increase of digital 
information increases the demand of tools for analysis and 
discovers useful information. Text mining is a sub field of 
data mining used for analysis of documents[2]. The various 
tasks related to text are concept extraction, information 
extraction, document summarization, entity relation 
modeling and clustering . A sub task of text mining is 
document clustering, where documents are grouped into 
meaningful clusters such that the documents are similar to 
each other with in the cluster and dissimilar to other in 
different clusters.  In text mining one of the major areas is 
clustering. It provides high level view for large amount of 
data to determine the relationship among the texts and 
arranges the text documents into valid clusters such that 
improve the similarity with in cluster and reduce similarity 
between different clusters[3]. Mostly the search engines, 
digital libraries use clustering of text documents. Document 
clustering is widely used in different areas like applications 
related to security, biomedical applications, online media, 
software applications, market applications, sentimental 
analysis and academic applications. The common aim of all 
these techniques is to extract information of high quality 
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from the text. So, main aim of industry is to identify 
techniques that will enhance the discovery of knowledge.  

The aim of this paper is to improve the performance of 
different clustering algorithms with the help of enhanced 
feature selection. Many number of techniques for text 
document clustering is proposed by several researchers[4]. 
In all these techniques of clustering the procedure to be 
followed are preprocessing, feature selection, dimensionality 
reduction and clustering algorithm[5]. Feature selection is a 
technique of determining the terms that are having greater 
impact on performance of clustering by removing 
unnecessary and irrelevant data .The selected features are 
generally high dimensional, which have more impact on 
performance of clustering algorithm. So, high 
dimensionality is to be reduced by the clustering algorithms 
by maintaining meaningful structures to the documents[6]. 

II RELATED WORK 

A. Data Preprocessing 

 First data corpus is applied to preprocessing. In 
preprocessing the first phase is bag of words. The technique 
is identify the terms in the corpus and specify the count of 
each term that appeared in the document. This model does 
not consider the order in which the term appears and 
semantics[7].  After completion of Bag of words, Stop word 
removal is applied to the data corpus. In this unnecessary 
terms are removed from the data corpus. The stop word list 
contains the commonly used terms;  

in’,’a’,’the’,’for’,’since’,’on’,’between’ etc. 
 Now Stemming is performed on the data corpus. 

Stemming is the process of converting different words 
which have same prefix into root form. For example the 
words implementation, implementing, implementable etc are 
converted into implement[8]. Now the preprocessed data is 
applied to feature selection[9]. 

B. Traditional Feature Selection 

The traditional feature selection is  
Weightij= TF-R(term,doc)* IDF-R(term) (1) 
Where 
TF-R(term,doc)=0.5+.5*fterm,doc/max{fterm,doc:t∈d}(2)  
is used to compute the count of a term present in the 

given document. 
IDF-R(term)=log(N/n)                    (3) 
is the overall documents per count of the term that present 

within the given document. 
 Next, the preprocessed data is applied to enhanced 

feature selection to increase the performance of clustering 
algorithms. 
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C. Enhanced feature selection 

The Enhanced feature selection is  
Weightij= TF-R(term,doc)* IDF-R(term)* K1*K2             

(4) 

Where K1 specifies significant of terms calculated as TF-   
r/IDF-R and K2 is the distinguish ability of the terms. 

III PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A. K-Means Clustering Algorithm 

k-means is the most commonly used partition clustering 
algorithm for document clustering. It clusters the documents 
into different groups such that each cluster maintains 
similarity among the documents.  It works as assign the 
points to nearest cluster based on the centroid. Cluster 
centroid is calculated by taking average for all the data points 
present within the cluster. k-means algorithm mainly depends 
on how we assign points to clusters. At every stage of 
algorithm, the data points are allotted to the closet partition 
based on similarity measures like cosine similarity or 
Euclidean distance[10] etc. At each stage the partitions are 
recalculated such that points are switched from one partition 
to another partition.  

 The steps to be followed are: 
▪ Assume k - number of clusters. 
▪ Compute the centroids for k clusters.  
▪ Allot every point to their nearest centroid of the 

cluster. 
▪ After assignment again evaluate centroids of the 

clusters. 
▪ Repeat the above steps until centroid of the cluster 

is fixed. 
▪ For k-means algorithm the input is of partitions 

(clusters).    Generally, k – means algorithm produces k 
distinct clusters. The advantage of this algorithm is, simple 
and applicable to large data sets[11]. 

B. EXPECTATION MAXIMIZATION 

 Generally, by using EM algorithm maximum likelihood 
parameters are identified for a statistical model.nce the 
variables or parameters are identified they are assigned to 
clusters. The basic step is a large continuous variable in a 
large group of observations are computed[12]. The dataset 
contains two clusters of variables with each cluster having 
different mean and by using normal distribution distributes 
the values of large continuous variable. The EM algorithm 
extend  the approach of clustering in a way such that: 
Instead of normal assignment of variables to the clusters that 
increases difference in means, the EM algorithm cluster 
membership probabilities are calculated by using some 
probability measurements. The EM algorithm is applied to 
categorical and c continuous variables. EM algorithm is 
divided into two steps. i) Expectation (E)-step ii) 
Maximization (M)- step. In the first step we estimate the 
missing data and in the second step maximize the likelihood 
function[13].  

 The process for effective clustering by using EM 
algorithm is, 

▪ Collect required training data from the data corpus. 
▪ Identify the missing values from the data corpus 

through iterative processing of training data. 

 Apply E-step and perform optimization of E-step by 
using the equation 

P(μ,μ(w))=log Li(μ;A)+E[log Li(μ,B)]     (5) 
 Where observed data is A , missing data is B. the log Li 

is calculated by using conditional mean based on A,B  and 
current estimate of μ. 

 Repeat he procedure until it identifies the unobserved 
information. 

 Apply M-Step. Compute maximization E-step by using 
equation (above) based on the M-step.  

μ(w+1)=paramaximum P(μ,μ(w))                          (6)  
 It is observed that application of EM is simple .the reason 

is M-step is executed iteratively. The result of convergence 
identifies maximum likelihood function in increasing order 
but it does not produce a global solution in clustering of text 
documents even if it contains missing data. Finally EM 
algorithm needs more number of iterations to reach the 
convergence if the data corpus has large amount of missing 
data. 

IV EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 Performance of the clustering algorithms is measured 
based on f-measure, recall, precision, purity on three bench 
mark datasets 20 NG, Reuters-21578 and TDT-2. 

 Assume Mij – specifies how many number of points 
present in the class ‘i’ for cluster ‘j’, Mj – Specifies how 
many number of points present in cluster ‘j’ and Mi - 
specifies how many number of points present in the class ‘i’. 

A. Precision 

 The fraction of appropriate data points among the 
retrieved data points; 

Pr
ij

j

M
ecision

M
=  

 
Fig. 1 Comparison of Precision among data sets for K-

means clustering algorithm 
Figure 1 calculates precision for k-means algorithm with 

TFr-IdFr and enhanced TFr-IdFr and compare their 
performance on three datasets Reuters-21578, 20NG and 
TDT-2. 
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Fig. 2 Comparison of Precision among data sets for 

EM algorithm 
Figure 2 calculates precision for EM algorithm with TFr-

IdFr and enhanced TFr-IdFr and compare their performance 
on three datasets Reuters-21578, 20NG and TDT-2. 

B. Recall  

 The fraction of appropriate data points that have been 
retrieved over the total amount of appropriate data points 

Re
ij

i

M
call

M
=  

 
Fig. 3 Comparison of recall among data sets for K-

means clustering algorithm 
 Figure 3 calculates recall for k-means algorithm with TFr-

IdFr and enhanced TFr-IdFr and compares their performance 
on three datasets Reuters-21578, 20NG and TDT-2. 

 
Fig. 4 Comparison of recall among data sets for EM 

algorithm 
Figure 4 calculates recall for EM algorithm with TFr-IdFr 

and enhanced TFr-IdFr and compares their performance on 
three datasets Reuters-21578, 20NG and TDT-2. 

C. f-measure  

 It is a measurement technique to measure the accuracy of 
the clustering algorithm. It uses both precision and recall. 

Pr *Re
 2 * 

Pr Re

ecision call
F measure

ecision call
− =

+  

 
Fig. 5 Comparison of f-measure among data sets for 

K-means clustering algorithm 
Figure 5 calculates f-measure for k-means algorithm with 

TFr-IdFr and enhanced TFr-IdFr and compares their 
performance on three datasets Reuters-21578, 20NG and 
TDT-2. 

 
Fig. 6 Comparison of f-measure among data sets for 

EM algorithm 
Figure 6 calculates f-measure for EM algorithm with TFr-

IdFr and enhanced TFr-IdFr and compares their performance 
on three datasets Reuters-21578, 20NG and TDT-2. 

D. Purity 

 Let Mk  specifies how many data points present within 
the given clusterand let Mlkspecifies how many data points 
present within the class. Then, the purity purity(k) of the 
cluster is defined as 

lk
1

 M
k

Purity Maximum
M

=
 

 
Fig. 7 Comparison of recall among data sets for K-

means clustering algorithm 
Figure 7 calculates purity for k-means algorithm with TFr-

IdFr and enhanced TFr-IdFr and compares their performance 
on three datasets Reuters-21578, 20NG and TDT-2. 
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Fig. 8 Comparison of purity among data sets for EM 

algorithm 
Figure 8 calculates purity for EM algorithm with TFr-IdFr 

and enhanced TFr-IdFr and compares their performance on 
three datasets Reuters-21578, 20NG and TDT-2. 

V CONCLUSION 

 Text mining is the major area in the present digital world. 
To extract useful knowledge from the digital data many 
number of tools are available. An enhanced feature selection 
is useful for the clustering algorithms to improve the 
efficiency of clustering. From the observations the 
clustering algorithms k-means and EM produces better 
results by using enhanced feature selection compared to 
traditional feature selection  on three bench mark data sets 
20 NG ,Reuters-21578 and TDT-2. In future ontology is 
applied to the clustering algorithms to improve the 
efficiency of clustering.  
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